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I
A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK
AT HARJU ELEKTER

Born out of necessity
In the spring of 1968, legendary head of the Harju KEK1 department of electricity
Sulev Kivimäe brought the idea of starting to manufacture low voltage installation
wires. At the time, each company that wanted to complete construction work for
buildings without any obstacles had no other choice than to produce as many
devices and materials and do as many of the tasks themselves.
“The KEKs were all general construction organisations,” explains long-time
head of Harju KEK Hans Palla. “You could do very good construction work, however, electrical work still had to be subcontracted; sanitary technology works as
well – and one of the worst things that could happen was these subcontractors
not holding up their end. So we came to decide that one of our objectives would
be to do all the work using our own resources. When we told the Finns later about
how in the end Harju KEK did 98% of the work itself, it really made them laugh.
However, that meant we didn’t have to rely on anyone and the buildings we built
were all operational by the deadline.”
Harju KEK had erected only a few quick fix buildings as solutions for auxiliary
production, including a box factory, where all kinds of wooden boxes were custom
made. Then it was decided that a cable factory would also be built in the same
location, and the existing building was extended with a wooden add-on construction. Characteristically for the times, the cable production line had to be put
together from solitary, often hardly compatible devices, which had mostly been
written off from state factory inventories. As a result of persistent experimentation,

1968
The first few metres of
installation wire come off
the production line.

1969
Production of
distribution cabinets and
light fixtures starts.

¹ KEK stood for ’kolhoosidevaheline ehituskontor’ or ’inter-kolkhoz (collective farm)
construction office’. (translator’s note).
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Cable factory in 1972.

Metal factory in 1973.

products finally came off the new line in September 1968 – the precursor to Harju
Elekter was thus born.
From January 1969, Endel Palla took on the task of heading the production
of electrical materials, having just obtained his diploma in electrical engineering
from the Tallinn Polytechnical Institute (TPI). Endel Palla recalls, “During our first
conversation with Sulev Kivimäe, we discussed where we wanted to end up.
We understood that besides cables, construction work also required distribution cabinets, lights, and all kinds of other accessories. So that same year, we
started planning new production works. The box factory had to be expanded
too, so Kivimäe and I, we would measure in steps ten metres this way and seven
metres that way. We asked the construction workers to come,
the posts were in the ground right away, and the new building
was up in just a month or a month and a half. That’s where we
Growth by a coefficient of over 230
Endel Palla started manufacturing electrical
started manufacturing distribution cabinets.”
According to Endel Palla, the seeds of capitalism were presequipment and materials in Keila with
ent in the company from the very start, and unlike typical Soviet
3 workers. Currently, AS Harju Elekter
production, they worked with net gains in their sights. “We got
is a leading manufacturer of electrical
to keep the profit, which gave us the opportunity to continuequipment and materials in the Baltic
ously invest. During those 50 years, starting with the first unit that
States, with over 750 employees.
became active as a factory, we have not been in the red once.
We have had continuous growth of 10-20% per year.”
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Andres Keevallik, long-time rector of the Tallinn University of
Technology, graduate of automation and telemechanics:
I am probably one of the few people, who has constantly been up to date
with developments at Harju Elekter from the very start. This is because
one person in our automatics group started working at Harju Elekter in
1968, and already back then the company had a good reputation and was an
attractive employer for young engineers. Later, I was also of the council of
Harju Elekter. Considering how steadfast its management has been, the rise
of Harju Elekter to be one of the most successful and progressive companies
is quite logical. The local company that manufactured distribution cabinets
developed into an internationally known high-tech company that manufactures electrical equipment and systems.

Heiti Metstak, the first employee of the cable factory.
Born out of necessity
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An excerpt from the annual report of the Harju
KEK electrical works in 1968
The physical shares of works carried out over the year are
divided as follows:
High voltage power lines – 15.9 km
Low voltage power lines – 79.6 km
Transformer substations – 54 units
Electrical installation works– 645 000 roubles
Projected production of the cable factory for 1968 –
150 km – 37 500 roubles
Actual production of the cable factory in 1968 – 167 km –
44 000 roubles

From the 1969 annual report
Projected cable production was 600 km, actual production
was 935 km.
Profit from surplus production amounted to 47 100 roubles.

Work at the
cable factory.

12

The electronics factory.
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The 1970s – a time of deficit

The force that drove the company back in the 70s was deficit. There was a
prevailing lack of everything, and nothing was available as it is nowadays. The
state did not take care of its enterprises and make sure that they would be competitive, well-functioning and profitable. It was each company’s own business
how they managed to get their hands on materials and anything else they might
need. That is why the predecessor of Harju Elekter manufactured anything and
everything that had to do with electricity, automation, communication works or
sanitary technology: for example, besides cables and distribution cabinets, they
made regulators, automatic devices for regulating heating, central heating boilers, fire safety cabinets and electronics of all kinds. In return for these products
and devices, the company was at times paid in metal, cement, wood, but also
cranes, excavators, etc.
Due to pressing demand, existing products were continuously developed
and the product portfolio was expanded quickly. The workers had lots of ideas
and they were eager to roll up their sleeves, and there were no problems with
sales – anything that was made was bought up immediately. A great number of
new products were developed that did not exist in the USSR, but which could
not have been bought from abroad for lack of funds.
Soon, construction began on a new 2300 m² production facility, which was
meant to bring under one roof the manufacturing of distribution cabinets, the
repair department, the cable production department, and the auto mechanical repair shop of the Harju KEK special works department. At the same time,
devices had to be procured for furnishing the future facilities: guillotine shearing
machines, bending machines, welding equipment, and all kinds of presses. The

The 1970s – a time of deficit

1971
The electronics factory
becomes operational
and work begins on
the construction of new
production facilities.

1972
The technology
department and the
repair/instrument
department are
established; the first
enclosed outdoor
cabinets with the
protection marking of
IP55 are manufactured.
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Laying the cornerstone for the electronics factory in 1973.

equipment was, again, mostly written
Predecessors of AS Harju Elekter
off from state factories, which meant
1968 – Harju KEK auxiliary manufacturing for electrical works
that it was all in need of thorough repair.
However, thanks to this, a lot of experidepartment
ence was gained in repairs and this lead
1972 – Electromechanics factory of the special works department
to the establishment of the mechanics
(of the 1978 government)
department. To paint the equipment, a
1979 – special construction and technology company (EKTE)
separate painting line was built, complete with an electrically heated drying
chamber. Nearly a quarter of the new building was occupied by the cable production department, where two cable production lines and a cable insulation line
were installed.
In the interest of economic and work efficiency, it also made sense to make all
kinds of dies and other tools and equipment needed for manufacturing in-house.
That led to the establishment of the repair and instrument department, which was

16

led by Aado Salumäe. That is also where the first enclosed outdoor cabinet with
the protection marking of IP55 was made.
In the mid-70s, the company started manufacturing metal transformer substations, taking over the construction of these products from Eesti Energoremont.
Unfortunately, these substations had to be made of tin, which meant that even
before reaching production, they showed signs of rusting, which then had to be
painted over with pentaftal paint. Although the proportions and overall appearance of these substations was way below today’s criteria, they were made in the
best possible way at that time.
One part of the building that was completed in 1975 was the so-called electronics section. This section housed units that developed and manufactured electronics devices, and it was coordinated by Enn Parve. The new building provided
suitable rooms for the management and units of the special works department,
and there was also a separate and well-lit location for the technical department,
headed by Uudo Ojassoo. A spacious cafeteria with a kitchen was built on the
second floor of the administrative building that joined the sections, so meals for
workers no longer had to be brought in from the outside.
In order to design and establish the galvanisation/electroplating department,
the first rebuilding activities had to be undertaken in the newly completed building,
because the galvanisation/electroplating line required more space. The line was
used mainly for zinc-coating the metal fasteners used in distribution cabinets,
such as the nuts and bolts, and other small details.
Together with the head of electronics manufacturing Lembit Kirsme, Endel
Palla came up with a structure that allowed the predecessor of Harju Elekter to
offer the best wages that were available at the time in the Soviet Union. For that
purpose, they created EKTE (the special construction and technology company).
EKTE was like a state within a state, which employed smart and hardworking
people, where great ideas were born, despite the general sentiment of resignation
and idleness that was prevalent at the time in the Soviet Union. Thanks to selffinancing, the company could pay better wages to the employees and implement
original bonus systems, for example, allocate apartments on behalf of the KEK.
This, in turn, brought in talented people, for whom the opportunity for significantly
greater freedom than the state system allowed was also an important factor.
Standout specialists were the talented engineer Hans Laansalu, who developed new electrical equipment, and Enno Veltmann, who worked on developing
technology and constructing dies and compression moulding frames. However,

The 1970s – a time of deficit

1974
Work begins on
the design and
establishment of
the galvanisation/
electroplating
department.

1975
A two-story household
appliance and electronics
factory is completed.

1979
Based on what until then
was the special auxiliary
works department, a
new special construction
and technology company
(EKTE) is established.
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The cable factory 1972–1979.
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In full swing
In 1979, the electrical equipment factory
manufactured 4100 distribution cabinets, 21
154 light fixtures and 1786 kilometres of various types of cables.

engineers from all departments made their contributions to the
high quality of the products.
Director of EKTE Endel Palla curated the construction and
technology department, the instrument department, and the
manufacturing of electrical equipment and cables. In hindsight,
he confirms, “Cable was a great product for trading in the
Soviet economic system, which allowed us to acquire other
materials that were in short supply. However, to have objects
operational on time, having all necessary materials was of a
strategic importance for a construction company.” The electrical equipment factory was led by Hillar Suurkuusk, who later
became the chief engineer of Harju Elekter.
Chief engineer Lembit Kirsme was responsible for the
development and manufacturing of electrical equipment. In
the area of electronics, the products manufactured were mainly
telephone concentrators, telephone communication devices,
and dispatch boards for agricultural holdings– communications
centres, which were hubs for phone lines, selective radio communications and alarm systems. As the sole manufacturer in
the Soviet Union, the electronics factory manufactured devices
for measuring the oxygen level in water, voltage regulators,
control boards for automatic AC power compensation devices,
and thermal regulators. PhD candidate in technology Valdur
Vagane led the work in developing various types of temperature regulators. The popularity of all these devices grew, and
they were ordered more and more from outside Estonia as
The elecronics factory in 1978.
The 1970s – a time of deficit
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A selection of products from the 1970s: oxygen metre Oksimet, the audiotelephone Digo, a remote-controlled
low frequency amplifier and dispatch boards MD1.
20

well. The oxygen meter Oksimet and the control board for automatic AC power
compensators Tangent also received the authors’ certificate2. The model design
author’s certificate was also given to the telephone concentrator Unikon and the
communications device Direkt. The electronic devices allowed for the manufacturing of automatics devices and energy distribution control systems – distribution
cabinets, substations.
Working with the most powerful department of electrification in Estonia and
with Sulev Kivimäe at the helm, the company managed to make their products
user and installer-friendly, and they were operative to unprecedented levels in
fulfilling orders: orders that came in the morning were filled by the very same
evening.

Assembling the fluorescent
light fixtures in 1976.

² The author’s certificate gave inventors a certain priority and recognised them as authors,
however, the sole right to the use of the object was held by the state.
(translator’s note).
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The 1980s –
changes and development

The year of round figures
In 1980 EKTE manufactured its 220th complete transformer substation, 22 000th km
of cable, 30 000th distribution cabinet and
111 800th light fixture.

EKTE was a truly universal special works company that was capable of fulfilling
orders of any special construction works, and besides the main product portfolio,
they were highly operational in manufacturing various types of constructions for
building works. The management was full of ideas that at first glance seemed
completely radical and borderline impossible, however, they managed to bring
them to life as well.
For example, within EKTE, they established an acetylene factory, because
construction sites couldn’t properly complete plumbing work because the necessary gas for welding was unavailable. Although the devices needed for production
were nearly impossible to get, they still managed to start work at the new factory
that was the most modern of its kind in the USSR within two years. In a certain
ratio, when acetylene mixes with air it explodes, however, the Keila factory worked
for 30 years, i.e. their entire operating time, without any incidents.
In addition to manufacturing electrical equipment, the predecessor of Harju
Elekter was the biggest company to carry out electrical works. The company had
smaller branches in the most important locations all across Estonia. There was a
lot of construction activity, which also meant that special construction and devices
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1980
The acetylene factory’s
first production.

1983
Establishment of the
company Harju Elekter,
with an independent
budget, registration
of the international
trademark.
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Construction of the new cable
factory and opening ceremony
in 1981.
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1984
A fully automatic
electrophoretic painting
line is introduced
into manufacturing;
a test version of a 65
kW storage heater is
completed.

1985
An attractive job posting from 1981:
Harju Elekter is looking for construction workers.

Harju Elekter becomes
an industrial enterprise.

were needed. For example, most Estonian agricultural holdings used dispatch
systems made by EKTE. Many enterprises all across the Soviet Union started
using the telephone device Direkt that was created at the electronics factory. Enn
Kuuse, PhD candidate in technology, developed a fully electronic microprocessor
controlled communications distribution cabinet MS64, which won the Estonian
SSR national award and was the first of its kind in the entire Soviet Union.
The name Harju Elekter was adopted in 1983. According to the regulations
of the time, Harju Elekter was a company with an independent budget and with
its own bank account. Two years later, Harju Elekter was restructured to be an
industrial undertaking, which besides the production of electrical equipment, electronics, cables and acetylene, also included a saw mill, a woodworking factory, a
concrete and metal factory. Karin Padjus became the company’s head accountant, and she has an important role in deciding the financial matters of the Harju
Elekter group to this day. She has also trained the head accountants of joint and
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A distribution cabinet. Various light fixtures. A selection of products from the electronics factory.
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Dispatch table DIREKT-40-D.
The 1980s – changes and development
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An author’s certificate from the
1980s.
Brigade that assembled automatics boards and the EKTE director
Endel Palla in February 1982.

subsidiary companies, as well as financial managers, and she has been on the
management boards of foreign joint and subsidiary companies of Harju Elekter.
Around midway through the decade, construction began on a three-story
automatics factory, which was added on to the electronics factory. The third floor
was planned for the Harju Elekter administration and the technology department.
While until that time, all foreign contacts had been handled through Moscow,
then as a result of Endel Palla’s consistent and repeated attempts, Harju Elekter
was given a foreign trade permit in 1988. This meant that direct contacts could be
made with foreign companies. “Harju Elekter was one of the first ten companies
in the entire Soviet Union that received an independent foreign trade permit; in
Estonia, only two companies had previously received the permit – Sadolin and
Talleks,” recalls Endel Palla, adding that “We started to actively look for contacts

28

1988
A foreign trade permit
allows entering into
direct contacts with
foreign companies.

1989
Cooperation
agreement with the
company Glamox.

The foreign trade permit, which gave the company the right to
communicate with foreign companies without Moscow as the mediator.
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At a meeting on 20 February 1987.
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Making light fixtures.

Member of the Supervisory Board at
AS Harju Elekter Arvi Hamburg:

Cables marked for export in 1989.

The 1980s – changes and development

In 1987–1988, businesses from abroad started
sending scouts to see what could be done in
Estonia, but a vast majority of them landed
at Harju Elekter and started cooperating with
each other in one form or another. I have the
impression that the first foreign businesses,
at least in the area of energy, settled in at the
Harju Elekter and KEK facilities – I suppose
the environment was a fertile one for growth.
Foreign companies came here and started
growing. When speaking of energy, Harju Elekter was the first name anyone talked about.
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Visit of the US-German
electronics company Berusa
on 3 December 1987.
Visit of the Stiebel Eltron representatives on 26 June 1987.

with foreign countries and entered into direct contracts. Our objective at that point
was to find a foreign partner for every production unit.”
The first contacts made were with the Finnish company Perusyhtymä OY,
which was interested in the MMJ installation cables. The Harju Elekter cable factory had not produced this type of Western standard cables before, however, they
decided to start. Technically the new work was not challenging, however, the filler
layer of the cable turned out to be an obstacle, because its contents still had to be
developed. As a result of many experiments, a filler layer was prepared and it was
also awarded an author’s certificate. The MMJ export to Finland also earned Harju
Elekter its first payments in foreign currency, which were exchanged for roubles.
The second partner was the Jämä OY factory in Turku that manufactured central heating boilers. Harju Elekter started making boiler parts for them with materials available in Estonia. “We cut the parts for that company and we sold them,”
recalls Endel Palla. “The sale of aluminium wire was not allowed, so we made it
to measure and just called it ’product’. Aluminium and copper were big earners
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A selection of products
from the electronics
factory: the telephone
concentrator Unikon 2,
a fuel meter, a racing
pilot, telefoni osakapp
D-40-D.

Award given to
Harju Elekter by the
Council of Ministers
of the Estonian SSR
in 1988.

during the transition times – if you managed to sell them across borders, you were
really a big deal, because the difference in price was incremental. Thanks to the
Finns, close cultural connections, and perhaps also thanks to language skills, we
were able to establish contact with the rest of the world.”
The Finnish company Onninen OY was interested in ordering fire safety cabinets for a hotel that was being renovated in Leningrad. Harju Elekter made test
samples, which were approved, and the item went into production. For the light
fixtures manufacturing unit, they found the partner company Glamox, which had
its headquarters in Norway, but communication went through their subsidiary in
Finland.
“We gained a lot from starting partnerships with Finnish companies even
at the end of the 1980s,” confirms Andres Allikmäe, who came to work for the
company in 1982. “In those new times, it got us moving quickly. We managed to
shake off old ways of thinking much easier than other companies. I suppose we
also had our share of luck and the intuition to make the right choices.”

THE 1980S – CHANGES AND DEVELOPMENT
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The 1990s –
learning and partnerships

The management of Harju Elekter knew from the beginning that an industrial
enterprise cannot survive off the Estonian market alone. The Estonian market
cannot absorb even the production capacity of one factory or one production
line, so without exports developing, manufacturing is impossible. To better export
products to the West, however, the company had to learn from those with more
experience.
The company was eager to learn and cooperate, and their heartfelt wish was
to establish contacts with Nokia and develop to the same level that Nokia was
at back then, admits Endel Palla. “Nokia made cables, electronics, condensers,
rubber boots and so much more. We had a lot of similarities; the management
culture was also very similar – very much oriented around the worker and all training and leisure opportunities were similar. So we matched up on all levels. They
saw that unlike state enterprises, we understood just as they did what profits
mean and what the market is like.”
Two projects were launched simultaneously: the production of automotive
cables and the joint company Keila Kaabel. It was thanks to a letter of recommendation from Nokia that Harju Elekter managed to open an account at a
Finnish bank, which was very important for the future success of the company –
if the money had been transferred to the USSR, it would have been exchanged
for useless roubles or just been lost. The manufacturing of cable wraps for the
automotive and electronics industry started with a subsidiary of Nokia located in
Sweden. Harju Elekter chose the engineer Andres Allikmäe to lead the project.

The 1990s – learning and partnerships

1990
Cooperation agreement
with the electrical
construction company
Sähkölähteenmäki OY
(ABB Paiko OY).

1991
Work begins with Nokia
OY to manufacture cable
wraps for the automotive
and electronic industry.
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Entering into a cooperation agreement with Nokia Johdinsarjat OY.

At first, four people were recruited for the unit, with Aavo Padjus
as the master. The first shipment of completed products was sent
Over 30 million cable wraps
to Finland in March 1991.
A truck can fit about 2.3 km of cables. In the
Harju Elekter left a very good impression on the Finnish. What
they liked most was the attitude towards work, which foreign
cable wrap department of Harju Elekter,
partners had not seen in the state factories in Estonia, as well
every day around 500 000 m of wires were
as the location near Tallinn. The positive experience that Nokia
processed and 38 000 km of cables. Within
had in partnering for making cable wraps led to their interest in
the first 10 years, more than 30 million cable
establishing a joint cable factory, and that is how AS Keila Kaabel
wraps were manufactured in the automotive
was established (now Prysmian Group Baltics). On the Finnish
cable factory.
side, the initiator and main supporter of creating the company was
Risto Suonio, one of the heads of Nokia’s cable division. With the
mergers, Nokia brought in new devices and machines that allowed
for perfecting the technology used in cable production. Once communication had
been established with the outside world, it became clear very quickly that even
though they were at the top in the USSR, the Harju Elekter products do not hold
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Risto Suonio, long-time head of Nokiakaapeli:
I was familiar with Harju Elekter already at the end of the Soviet period, and
our partnership began in 1990. At that time, as senior vice president, I was
responsible for the development activities of the company. Back then we had
a cable wrap factory near Oulu, which had a very demanding capacity. The
salary levels in Estonia were lower than in Finland, so we started researching
how to expand production in Estonia. Somehow our sales department found
out that we could have excellent partners in Keila. Just a year later we signed
the contract to establish AS Keila Kaabel.
Based on my long-term experience, I am convinced that the people at
Harju Elekter, both the workers as well as the management, know how to do
their work well. They are very diligent, they always fulfil their promises, and
you can always depend on Harju Elekter.
Since I am retired now, I no longer keep as close an eye on daily developments. However, considering all the new markets that Harju Elekter has
entered, the companies they have acquired and the investment funds they
have gathered, it is clear that Harju Elekter has a bright future ahead of it.

1992
The establishment of joint
companies with foreign
participation:
AS ABB Harju Elekter
(share 40%),
AS Glamox Harju Elekter
(share 49%) and with
Nokia AS Keila Kaabel
(share 41,2%).

1993
Harju Elekter is
restructured as a public
limited company; the
Estonian Industrial
Association awards
Harju Elekter for being
the most attractive to
foreign investors.

The 1990s – learning and partnerships
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Opening of the first department of the automotive cable factory in 1991. Joint venture, AS Keila Kaabel factory opening in 1993.
From the left: managing director of Nokia Kaapeli Petteri Walden, managing director of Nokia Group Jorma Ollila, minister of
trade and industry in Finland Seppo Kääriäinen.

1994
Nokia sells the cable
wrap production unit
to the management
of the factory, the
Finnish investment
fund Capman and to AS
Harju Elekter (HE share
14%), and the company
is renamed PKC.

Substation at a trade fair in 1998.

up in international competition. It became clear that it would not be possible to
develop on their own, with their technology.
The hyperinflation at the beginning of the 1990s destroyed thousands of
companies in Estonia that had worked well until then. Harju Elekter survived the
so-called transition to a free market economy thanks to doing business with
foreign partners and developing exports. When it became impossible to buy
anything for roubles, the foreign currency earned and kept in Finnish banks was
put to use, and the supply material deliveries continued.
All of a sudden, everything was new – private ownership became possible,
companies became public limited companies. Both businesses as well as their
employees had to learn how things are really done, what the standards are like in
the West and in the Western Business culture. People had to learn how to work in
a team, how to take others into consideration more, and understand that the work
is not completed until the client accepts it. A clear understanding was formed:
to have work tomorrow, you have to serve your clients well. This was something
that required a lot of learning and effort.

The 1990s – learning and partnerships

1995
Cooperation and licence
agreement signed with
Seppo Saajos, majority
owner of OY Saajos,
which manufactures
metal doors; sale of AS
ABB Harju Elekter share
to ABB.

1996
Framework cooperation
agreement signed with
Siemens OY.
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Cooperation began with the construction company Sähkölähteenmäki OY, which after merger negotiations, became
a part of the ABB group.

Joint enterprises with international partners popped up during
that decade like mushrooms after rain – new ones came about
Looking towards the future
every year. For example, cooperation with the Finnish company
In 1995–2002, Harju Elekter invested circa
Paiko OY, which soon became part of the global group ABB, led
to establishing the joint enterprise ABB Harju Elekter for the manu53 million Estonian kroons (3.4 million
facturing of distribution cabinets. Hans-Erik Laansalu was chosen
euros) into updating technology and expandas its director. A few years later, ABB acquired all of the company’s
ing production spaces. Within those investshares, and started operating under the name of ABB Elekter AS.
ments, all companies of the Harju Elekter
The joint cable production company established with Nokia
group were invested into.
was at first led by Toivo Maripuu, who later handed the job over to
Tarmo Leppik, who has been in the job since then. After changing
ownership several times, the factory now successfully operates
within the Italian Prysmian Group.
Nokia then wanted to relinquish the cable wrap production unit, so they sold
the unit to the factory management, the Finnish investment fund Capman and
Harju Elekter (12%). The company was renamed PKC. In 1997, the company was
listed on the Helsinki stock exchange. The same year Harju Elekter was noted on
the Helsinki stock exchange.
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In the newly independent Estonia, metal complete transformer substations
did not have a place anymore. The new types of substations were constructed
on the example of those that had been made for decades in Europe, especially in
Germany, by using light concrete and terrasite plaster. The drivers of that change
were Ülo Merisalu and Andre Koit, who also received an author’s certificate for
their construction. Assembly of the new substations began in Keila according to
European standards. However, the heavy and large portable substations required
a separate factory, for the conditions required for their production. The assembly
of these large-scale substations was no longer possible in outdoor conditions,
and special lifting technologies were also required. That is why the first new factory was established.
According to Andres Allikmäe, Harju Elekter ended up benefitting from the
Finnish economic crisis in 1994-1995: large-scale products continued and new
ones were even added. For example, a cooperation agreement was signed with

1997
AS Harju Elekter shares
listed on the Tallinn stock
exchange.

1998
AS Eltek becomes a
subsidiary of
AS Harju Elekter;
the Haapsalu unit of the
automotive cable factory
becomes operational;
establishment of the
joint company AS Saajos
Inexa (HE share 33%).

1999
Renovation of the
company’s headquarters
in Keila.

Transporting a substation in 1998.

The 1990s – learning and partnerships
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The acetylene factory becomes a part of
the international company AGA.

New montage desks in 1998.

Seppo Saajos, majority owner of OY Saajos, which manufactures metal doors. At
first glance, it seemed that the electrical company didn’t have anything in common with manufacturing doors. However, Seppo Saajos managed to convince
Estonians that his technology is unique in its simplicity and has a lot of potential;
besides, the modern metal processing benches at Harju Elekter were not used
enough as was (revolver presses and bending benches). So a joint company was
established with Saajos, and the chosen director was Kalev Koort, who had led
the cooperation project thus far. Later the joint enterprise also included the Danish
company Inexa Panel, an internationally well-known company that manufactured
fireproof wall panels for ship cabins.
The framework cooperation agreement with Siemens OY, however, allowed
Harju Elekter and Siemens to cooperate in manufacturing and marketing.
The contract also allowed for the mutual use of trademarks, if needed.
When the Harju Elekter acetylene factory had been operational in Estonia for
15 years, AGA arrived in Estonia and wanted to buy the factory. Finally, an agreement was reached on the conditions. “Valentin Allikvee, the head of the acetylene
factory, was an especially talented mechanics constructor, AGA kept him in the
job until he was 80 years old,” noted Endel Palla. “This is just one example of the
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kinds of people we managed to involve back in the day.”
The factory operated under AGA for another 15 years, and
then stopped activities because steel pipes that needed to
be welded were no longer used in construction.
The management direction at Harju Elekter has always
been clear – when suitable partners and growth conditions for subunits are found, an independent company
is established, and its development is helped every day.
All of the AS Harju Elekter joint companies have become
successful companies: they currently include Glamox
HE, Prysmian Group Baltics, Saajos, Ensto Ensek, PKC
Eesti, ABB. Thanks to the joint enterprises, production
remained here, the company got new knowledge and new
jobs were created.
At the end of the decade, Harju Elekter bought back
Eltek, the electronic device company they established,
which had operated under Harju KEK in the meantime.
The company was headed by Aare Metsur. New cooperation partners were found, among them the Danish company Silcon Group, for whom they started manufacturing large numbers of uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
enclosures. The share of sheet metal product exports
increased significantly, because through the company
APS, the American markets were opened up, and UPS
enclosures were manufactured for that market. For the
European units of the Lindström, however, they made
lockers for work clothes.
The main headquarters in Keila were renovated, and
the administration of the whole group was pooled into
this one facility. During the renovations, the cafeteria got
a new look, the kitchen block was expanded, and the dining hall was renovated according to an innovative project.
New facilities were also provided for the sales and product
development departments of the electrical equipment factory. Currently, all outdated Soviet era production facilities
have been renovated.

The 1990s – learning and partnerships

Siemens OY CEO Janne Öhman:
We have a very long mutual history with Harju Elekter.
On the one hand, we are joined by our nearly 25-year-long
partnership with Harju Elekter, while on the other hand we
are also now working with Satmatic OY, a Finnish subsidiary of the Harju Elekter group.
From the start, our partnership has been a very good
one, however, I would say that our cooperation now is even
more multifaceted and efficient than it was in the past,
because it is based on a long mutual history, developed
relationships and trust, and a common understanding
about different markets. We have very good client agreements and framework agreements, which guarantee longterm partnership. I believe that with each passing year our
cooperation will be even closer.
The keywords to mention about Harju Elekter are trust,
skills, correct communication, a client-oriented approach,
and flexibility in all that. We have other partners in Estonia
as well, however, we can definitely say that Harju Elekter is
one of the best.
By now AS Harju Elekter has acquired new companies
and expanded markets, covering not only Estonia and
Finland but also Sweden and other Nordic countries.
Since we are active in the Nordic countries as well, the
expansion of Harju Elekter has been very important and
beneficial for us.
The development and success of Harju Elekter is based
on trust and cooperation that is correct in every sense, with
good people behind it all. Over the past decades, people
have changed, and they will certainly continue to change
for the next 25 years, however, it seems to me that a strong
cooperation habit is something that is passed down from
one generation to the next in this company. I hope that in
the future, a sense and capacity of cooperation will continue to live on in the people of Harju Elekter, as strongly as
it does today and did in the past.
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The 2000s – self-confidence

Harju Elekter had grown beyond the borders of Estonia to become an international company. As in other fields, everything in the energy sector also sped up.
“Nobody drew designs with a pencil anymore, the engineers would sit at a desk
with two screens in front of them,” describes the Chairman of the Board of AS
Harju Elekter Andres Allikmäe. “3D programmes would be turning on the screensjust go ahead and design. We started travelling more and participating at trade
fairs abroad. We were not the poor relatives in the West anymore – instead, we
were partners that were taken seriously.”
After gaining the knowledge, skills and technologies through joint companies,
Harju Elekter started selling its shares to focus more on their main activities. During his nearly 20 years on the board of the Finnish PKC Group, which constantly
dealt with the acquisition and sale as well as valuation of companies, Chairman
of the Supervisory Board Endel Palla received valuable training. “Thanks to this
experience, we learned how to justly judge the value of companies according to
the generally recognised methods in the West,” admits Endel Palla. “The partners understood that they can’t fool us. So we managed to sell our shares of all
the joint companies at a sizeable profit. In addition, we got the experience and
Estonian people got continuous employment.”
In the interest of optimising production, the subsidiary AS AJT Harju Elekter
with a 100% HE share was formed, and then sold entirely and operationally to a
Finnish partner. The company was called PKC Eesti AS. Harju Elekter retained a
14% share in its parent company, the PKC Group, which is listed on the Helsinki
stock exchange.
In the area of electrotechnology, they started a wide expansion of their market
share by acquiring the Siemens subsidiary Satmatic OY in Finland. At that time,
it was rare for an Estonian company to buy a Finnish company, and the deal
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2000
The production
management of the
group’s companies is
certified with the quality
and environmental
management certificates
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001;
sale of the AS Glamox
shares held by HE to
Glamox.

2001
The Estonian Association
of Electrical Enterprises
awards the AS Harju
Elekter electrical
equipment factory the
title of a recognised
electrical enterprise;
the fibreoptic unit is
launched.
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With the acquisition of Satmatic OY,
Harju Elekter expanded its market share
in the area of electrotechnology.

got a lot of media attention in Finland. According to long-time
Growing by factors
Satmatic CEO Simo Puustelli, they were sure that the company
In the first half of the 2000s, all of the group’s
would be under Harju Elekter for just a few years and that the
activities would be moved to Estonia. “There certainly was cause
main indicators grew, with figures such as
for pessimism, because there were no experiences with Estoturnover showing a 2,5-fold increase, equity
nian companies owning and operating in Finland,” notes Simo
and assets increased 5 times.
Puustelli. “To me, personally, it seemed that we need a strong
parent company and that the key to success would be in putting
the strengths of the group to good use. We also brought turnkey
(a complete electrification project) and industry automation programme know-how
to Harju Elekter. With the Management Board including Palla, Kirsme, Allikmäe,
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Merisalu and I, we created a great competition strategy. We combined Finnish
skills and the Estonian competitiveness, and we didn’t have to wait for results
for too long. A big part of the success has also been the contributions by the
wonderful persons on the board. The areas of responsibility were divided right,
things were discussed in an open way. Unnecessary formalities were cast aside,
and often times the best decisions of a board meeting were taken in a sauna hot
room. The personnel turnover was small, because Palla and Allikmäe knew how
to pass on their clear vision of the future in an effective way.”
Contrary to local fears, the turnover of Satmatic during the 15 years of operations under Harju Elekter have grown many times, nobody has been made redundant. Satmatic, which at first was primarily geared towards industry automation
and electrical equipment manufacturing, started covering the needs of their clients
from the development of products, programmes, and projects, to maintenance
services.

2002
Establishment of the
subsidiary AS AJT Harju
Elekter and its sale to the
PKC Group; acquisition
of the Siemens subsidiary
Satmatic OY.

2003
Acquisition of the
energy distribution
and automation device
manufacturer UAB
RIFAS (HE share 51%).

Chairman of the Board of AS Eesti Energia Hando Sutter:
For Elektrilevi, Harju Elekter has always been more than just the manufacturer of good quality electrical equipment. Notably in the 2000s, together
we developed types of substations and distribution cabinets that suited the
network and strict demands at Elektrilevi. We also had a period of very
close cooperation with Harju Elekter in 2008-2014, when Elektrilevi and
our predecessor OÜ Jaotusvõrk set the goal of significantly improving the
voltage quality in rural areas, using our voltage improvement programme.
The Harju Elekter complete substations had an extremely important role to
play in fulfilling this objective. Each year, Elektrilevi installed 300-400 new
substations, made by Harju Elekter, which are now at work across Estonia
to guarantee the Elektrilevi clients a reliable supply of power.
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2005
The MV/LV energy
distribution and transfer
device manufacturer
AS Harju Elekter
Elektrotehnika is
restructured into an
independent company
(HE share 100%).
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Long-time Satmatic OY CEO, currently Chairman of the
Management Board, Simo Puustelli:
My first contact with Harju Elekter was already in 1984, when an animal feed
factory was being built in Haapsalu. My job was to organise the electrical systems and automatics for the factory, and the construction work was carried
out by Harju KEK. That was the first time that I met my future employers. I
founded Satmatic OY in 1988 and started as its CEO. In 1998, Satmatic was
sold to Siemens. After that, I had the chance in the Siemens project department to get to know some of the products made by Harju Elekter – they
delivered electrical distribution centres to Siemens for their projects.
When Siemens started to sell their production facilities in Finland in
2002, and also Satmatic at the same time, it was a natural choice to also
offer the company to Harju Elekter. Siemens had several choices. On the
one hand, they did not want to foster domestic competition, at the same
time, they had a lot of good experiences with Harju Elekter. Therefore, they
wanted to continue negotiations on the other side of the Gulf of Finland.
It was wonderful that a deal was reached. When the deal was made, Endel
Palla asked the Siemens head of unit Martti Nuika about potential Finnish
CEO-candidates, and he mentioned me. We agreed to meet with Palla, and
it was clear from the start that in business matters, we were on the same
wavelength. That is how I became the CEO of Satmatic, which had then been
acquired by Harju Elekter.
Cooperation between the subsidiaries and the parent company has gone
perfectly. The Estonians have an uncanny perception of the situation, they
are also very capable of noticing people around them, and a down to earth
attitude – all this created fertile ground for directing the stubborn Finns.
Nobody tried to dominate over others. It was wonderful to meet great Estonians such as Palla, Allikmäe and Merisalu. A very strong bond was formed
to work hard towards a common goal. The characteristics of the management and their different views also helped avoid useless experiments. The
kinship and similarity between our people, the reputation of the wartime
Finnish boys, and a debt of honour all obligated everyone to do their best.
The calm support and the strength of the group all fostered our confidence in
succeeding.
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2006
Acquisition of the Finnish
electrical equipment
manufacturer Finoval
OY; establishment of the
electricity distribution
and transfer device
sales organisation SIA
Energokomplekss in
Latvia (share 10%, now
14%).

Substation factory.

2007
Sale of the share of AS
Saajos Inexa to Saajos.

AS Harju Elekter also looked towards the south, acquiring 51% of the shares
in the Lithuanian control and distribution centre and industrial automation device
manufacturer UAB RIFAS. The subsidiary was acquired with the objective of
expanding the manufacturing of electrical equipment, and to gain a bigger market share for its products in the Baltic States. The wide-ranging experience of
RIFAS in the area of industrial automation provided knowhow to the whole group.
Together with the leading Latvian electrical manufacturer Jauda and other Latvian companies, the joint enterprise SIA Energokomplekss was established in
order to jointly participate in calls for tenders in Latvia for low and high voltage
procurements.
Innovation was and continues to be very important for both the development
and inculcation of the products and product ranges, as well as the manufacturing
processes and technologies. Developments in the area have been under constant
attention, and the best practices from around the world have been adopted, such
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2008
Subsidiary company
Harju Elekter
Elektrotehnika is
awarded a state
procurement contract
for 5 years to deliver an
average of 400 complete
substations per year.
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Best electrical product
In 2000 at the 5th International Energy
Economy Fair Enerex 2001, the Estonian
association of electrical enterprises awarded
the best Estonian-made electrical product
title to the sheet metal casing substation
HEKA 1VM made at the HE electrical equipment factory.
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as licenced products from Siemens and Schneider. Knowledge and experience
have been passed down from generation to generation, so consistency and an
invaluable baggage of knowhow have provided a strong base for the development of the company.
By the end of the 200s, AS Harju Elekter had become one of the largest
producers of electrical equipment and materials in the Baltic States and a recognised company in the Baltic Sea region. The main fields of activities included:
developing, manufacturing and selling equipment needed for the distribution and
transfer of electricity to the electrical sector (complete substations, cable distribution cabinets), for the industrial sector (automatics and control equipment, high
voltage switching equipment), and the infrastructure and construction sector
(distribution and connection panels). In addition, they made products geared
towards the telecommunications sector and sheet metal products, developed
and maintained industrial real estate, and were active in retail and wholesale.
The decade did end with an economic crisis, however, by that time Harju
Elekter had managed to develop so far that the different fields in which they are
active were all legs to stand on. “Nothing awful happened to us,” Allikmäe briefly
concludes, “we still managed to do quite well.”

Making distribution
cabinets for Greece
in 2007.
Harju Elekter at a trade fair.
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The 2010s – a new wave of
expansion in to the Nordic
countries

New generations and ways of thinking have also made the older generations
think along new lines, admits Andres Allikmäe, Chairman of the Board of AS Harju
Elekter, when talking about the nature of this decade. “We have tried to define
ourselves as a completely different company. We follow our old traditions, we
take our experiences with us, however, we have become much more open, we
have expanded. There has been growth and the future has been secured. Now
we have many more fields of activities, however, they are better defined. In spite
of the difficult situation in the labour market, we have managed to recruit many
very good people.”
The Estonian and Baltic markets became too small for the company, so Harju
Elekter set out to find new opportunities by focusing more on their main activity
– expanding the electrotechnical business. They sold their share of Keila Kaabel,
however, they also acquired a share of the Lithuanian subsidiary UAB RIFAS,
eventually becoming its sole owners in the middle of the decade. The group also
acquired the biggest Finnish manufacturer of complete substations, Finnkumu
OY, thereby expanding their share in Finland and elsewhere in Scandinavia and
significantly widening the product portfolio. The turnover increased by a fifth and
the profits nearly doubled.
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2010
Establishment of Harju
Elekter AB in Sweden
(HE share 90%).

2011
AS Eltek renamed
AS Harju Elekter
Teletehnika; the first
innovation competition is
organised by the group.
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AS Harju Elekter substations at a home trade fair in Finland.

Arvi Hamburg, member of the Supervisory Board at AS Harju Elekter and electrical engineer, admits that he has not seen better technology or equipment in any
comparable companies. “You have to make all kinds of holes into the large metal
sheets that the substations are made of – at Harju Elekter, compression forms
cut out the shapes, while the Swedes drill the holes. Harju Elekter has made the
decision that you have to mechanise processes if you produce something all
under one roof. And their logistics has been developed very well: they make the
substation to order, it is assembled in Keila, the truck picks it up, the GPS helps
get to the destination, drops it on the right corner, the assembly men come and
install it. The companies that I have seen are miles behind Harju
Elekter. This company is an open, forward-looking manufacturing
company with a strategy and ambitions.”
4000 substations
In 2018, nearly 4000 complete substations
One of the keys to their success is strong and flexible product
development. For that, they have created a special development
are made at the AS Harju Elekter factories in
centre that employs 27 engineers. Within the group, the resources
Finland and Estonia, meaning an average of
for developing products for the energy sector have mostly been
15-16 units per day. Every day 1-2 semi-trailpooled in the subsidiary AS Harju Elekter Elektrotehnika, while
ers set of from Harju Elekter with products to
Satmatic OY specialises in developing products and renewable
deliver around the world.
energy solutions for industry, and RIFAS UAB mainly deals with
integral solutions for individual projects and clients.
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2012
Increase of the share
in the Lithuanian
subsidiary UAB RIFAS to
63%.

2013
“Harju Elekter is the only domestic company in the Baltic States that in addition
to production also has their own development, their own sales network – we
design, manufacture and sell electrical equipment to a wide client base around
the Baltic Sea,” director Jan Osa says to describe AS Harju Elekter Elektrotehnika.
He says that it is a shame that there are no strong local competitors, because
together they could do more on the bigger markets around the world and in the
case of very big projects. “It’s only positive if the companies in a particular field
in Estonia can get together and become more competitive in the Baltic, Nordic
or European markets.”
The company’s way of thinking has been increasingly reinforced by keywords such as renewable energy solutions and the more widespread use of
green energy. The energy balance of the production facilities in the three Baltic
states is supported by solar panels, which provide a considerable amount of
the yearly energy supply. The company’s capacity to sell these kinds of projects
is also constantly increasing. As significant solutions for energy efficiency and
environmental sustainability, the product range includes, for example, economical switchboards for preheating cars, charging stations for electrical cars, and
systematic control solutions. Looking towards the future, Harju Elekter made an
investment and acquired 10% of the company Skeleton Technologies OÜ, which
develops supercapacitors, because these are environmentally friendly and cost
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The subsidiary Harju
Elekter Elektrotehnika
is awarded the tender
in state procurement
competition for a 5-year
contract to deliver an
average of 520 complete
substations per year.

2014
Acquisition of the biggest
Finnish manufacturer
of complete substations
Finnkumu OY.
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Substations at the Keila factory.
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2015
AS Harju Elekter
becomes the sole owner
of the Lithuanian
subsidiary UAB RIFAS
and acquires a 10%
share in the Skeleton
Technologies Group OÜ.

Product development – now all the work is done on computers.

efficient energy storage devices that exceed the capacities of any batteries by
several dozen times.
Since it values innovation and the creativeness of its employees, as a company Harju Elekter has also become more and more innovative. In 2011, the
group held its first innovation competition, which has since then become a yearly
tradition. Drawing attention to the topic of innovation ensures that the products
that the company makes are at an increasingly high technological level, increases
production, and allows for expanding the product range.
Harju Elekter has also been successful for years in developing manufacturing
real estate. Through skilful work and investments into technology, nearly all of
the group’s production spaces have been expanded, whereas in the meantime
the Finnish real estate company Kiinteistö OY was also acquired. The real estate
and energy service was formerly successfully headed by Kalju Liiv and today by
Aron Kuhi-Thalfeldt.
2017 was an exceptional year, because that year they bought the Finnish
electrical engineering company for ship building Telesilta OY, the sales and
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2016
Important substation
sale contracts signed
with Caruna, the biggest
network distribution
company in Finland, and
with Konecranes, for
the delivery of special
function substations to
the USA.
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Modern production equipment.

technical solution company SEBAB AB from Sweden, and its
subsidiary Grytek AB, which produces technical facilities for facAS Harju Elekter has received the credit
tory building. Compared to the year before, the sales profits of
the group nearly doubled, exceeding the 100 million euro mark.
rating of AAA (the best score). Out of all
The fact that a company needs to develop all the time is
Estonian companies, a rating of AAA or AA
something that the long-time head of AS Harju Elekter Endel Palla
has been awarded to less than 10% of the
feels strongly about, “I remember the EKE Chairman of the Board
companies.
Herman Keernik, I have very fond memories of him. I think at the
time I was the head of a factory myself, when he came to meet us
all, and he asked whether I knew what the most important thing was. The most
important thing is that a company needs to be moving forward, because standing
still means moving backwards. These are words that I remembered ever since.”
One of the few in Estonia
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Skeleton Technologies Group OÜ CEO Taavi Madiberk:
As a partner, Harju Elekter is professional and keeps their word. One of the
benefits of Harju Elekter is deep competence in the field, and despite the size
of the organisation, we can make quick decisions and contribute to innovation. In electrical network solutions, the biggest macrotrends are renewable
energies and energy storage. In both these topics, supercapacitors have a
central role, whether it is ensuring a steady current and voltage for solar and
wind energy, or energy storage solutions, where batteries are combined with
supercapacitors to prolong the lifetime of the batteries and to cover the peak
production volumes. In these areas, we see a lot of potential for cooperation
and for offering joint solutions.

2017
Acquisition of a 80,5%
share in the electrical
materials and equipment
sales company Energo
Veritas OÜ and the
Finnish electrical
engineering company for
ship building Telesilta
OY.

2018
The Kredex 2016 export award given to Harju Elekter.

AS Harju Elekter
Elektrotehnika is
awarded significant
tenders for procurement
contracts for delivering
substations, connection
and distribution cabinets
to local electrical
networks.
Acquisition of the
Swedish company SEBAB
AB that offers sales and
technical solutions, and
its subsidiary Grytek
AB, which manufactures
technical buildings used
in factory construction.
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II
THE MOST VALUABLE ASSETS
The biggest assets of Harju Elekter are its people, the management all says with
full conviction. According to Chairman of the Supervisory Board Endel Palla,
a motivated personnel and great relationships are the most important for the
successful functioning of a company. AS Harju Elekter has motivated workers
by creating a better working environment than anywhere else in the vicinity, by
paying good salaries, by offering stimulating bonuses, by providing recognition
in the form of medals, and by letting people think for themselves.
“As a company, we have tried to stay humble and humane,” admits Andres
Allikmäe, Chairman of the Board at AS Harju Elekter. “People have taken this
attitude on board and they feel that they want to work for us. In addition to a
competitive and stable salary, the employees see that we are also sustainable.
As we know, the 1990s was a very volatile period for many companies – you
could never be 100% sure whether you would get paid or not. We have always
stubbornly held on to our responsibility of paying salaries and keeping other
agreements.”
Many top and middle managers of Harju Elekter have grown out of the company, and that has been a conscious choice of the management. “Our employees have worked with other people in our group, and that has given them entirely
new perspectives,” explains Andes Allikmäe. “Internationalisation has brought
along different business cultures, and a much wider set of knowledge and skills.
This new, changing time is also giving birth to new talents, new leaders – our
most important skill might have been mobilising these drivers. We learned how
to read people, and we understood who had something to offer.”
Endel Palla notes, “In hindsight, from the perspective of the company development, one of the best decisions was the one made at the beginning of the
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Substation production
line in Keila.
1990s – all the new managers and engineers would only be hired straight from
school. Every year, we hired 2-3 engineers from TPI and the technical schools.
Since they come in small numbers, they integrate with others very nicely, and
they also find good contacts with the older generation. The young and the old
have learned to work together.”
The management of the company has encouraged the employees to offer
up their ideas from the very start. According to Andres Allikmäe, it’s nice to think
that employees in even the most modest positions can have very good ideas.
“We welcome great suggestions from our factory workers, and if they end up
being beneficial, the ideas get awards. I think that our workers have also caught
the bug of thinking and inventing from the technology university, the technology
schools, polytechnical schools and vocational schools, where they have already
been encouraged to open up. Our management culture also encourages people
to have their say on every level, and meetings are not monologues but discussions instead.”
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Average number of employees over the years

In working with people, it is important to find the right balance between being
demanding and being a decent person, says Jan Osa, head of AS Harju Elekter
Elektrotehnika Jan Osa. He also says that it is important to explain needs and
changes to employees, “And to emphasise that we cannot do anything all alone.
As our motto says, cooperation is the key to success.”
One of the strengths of the company is a fully formed organisational culture,
which is sustained and developed by a large share of long-time employees. A
third of the employees in the group have worked there for ten or more years.
“Today, companies might be too oriented towards projects that are filled by
temporary workers,” admits Arvi Hamburg, member of the Supervisory Board of
AS Harju Elekter. “However, at Harju Elekter, we have people, who have worked
here their whole lives, they have turned 70 or 80 while working for us – they
really are our mainstays. This kind of strategy, thorough consideration and risk
assessment, that is what ensures a future for Harju Elekter.”
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Three “grumpy old men”

The mainstays of the company include, for example, Jaak Kukk, Elmar Niinepuu
and Fridrih Rozin, who all have decades of experiences and lots of memories.
When and how did you end up working for Harju Elekter?
Jaak Kukk: I came to work here on 7 September, 1968. At the end of August,
I came to see cable manufacturing in the so-called box factory, where Heiti Metstak and Evald Sala worked on the cable line. The author of the idea was Sulev
Kivimäe, head of the electrical works department, who also recommended me
for the job – at first, my job was electrical assembly at the woodworking shop.
The real work started for me in 1969, when Endel Palla came to head the cable
factory.
Before that, I worked at the Maardu chemical factory, where I was allocated
after graduating TPI. Since I lived in Keila, worked in Maardu, and also studied
at TPI in the evenings, my father was looking into whether it would be possible
for me to work in Keila, so that I could make it to school too. Also, the salary
was nearly three times as high as it was in Maardu – in Keila, I earned over 300
roubles. Besides, making cables and cabinets was interesting, because the whole
production was constantly changing and being improved, and it still is.
I made my first automation cabinet for the Vaida pumping station. During that
task, I saw for the first time that designers can also fail and the equipment (valves
controlled by electrical motors) did not function correctly. My longest cabinet was
36 m, we had to divide it into three parts to fit it on a truck. Now they might be
as much as 80 m, life has really moved on.
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Long-time employee
Jaak Kukk:
Electricity is no joke, you
have to know it. They say
an electrician is wrong
twice: when he chooses
his profession, and when
he forgets something.

Endel Palla and Jakob Põllu at the main switchboard of the cable factory.

When it comes to automation cabinets, I’m reminded of a story from the
summer of 1969, when Heidi Metstak was on vacation and I decided to rationalise the work of the cable line. For his final thesis at TPI, Endel Palla had made a
contactless meter, and he installed it on our line, so we could see from a distance,
how much cable there was on the spool and switch the equipment at the right
moment, so that we could start a new spool. Since the meter also had an output
relay, it was possible to control the switching of all devices with it. So I got the
whole system to work. When Heiti came back from vacation, he was so surprised
that all the switches worked with the help of the meter. I was also happy, although
I was sorry that I hadn’t agreed to my actions ahead of time with him.

Three “grumpy old men”

Jaak Kukk.
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Above Elmar Niinepuu, below left Sulev Kivimäe, Hans-Eerik Laansalu, Leo Kaupmees.
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Fridrih Rozin and
Elmar Niinepuu.

Currently I am a process engineer; my work is organising the production processes, and we are now launching a production line for substations. I don’t
really deal with the technical side anymore, instead I work more with the work
organisation, the people, although at some point I did say that I don’t want to
deal with people.
Elmar Niinepuu: On 31 October, 1966, I came back from military duty, and back
then you could take a month vacation after completing it. Before that I worked at
a barrel factory as a shift electrician, but my neighbour suggested that I should
come to KEK, so that’s how I ended up coming here in November 1966 to be an
on-site electrician. We’d climb the electricity poles in the winter, it would be 30
below zero, you could only connect one phase at a time, because your hands
would get cold. I’d climb down, warm up again, and then go do the next phase.

Three “grumpy old men”
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The power wasn’t disconnected anywhere, it was all live. In May 1973, I started at
the cabinet factory in Jaak Kukk’s brigade. Right now Fridrih and I, we’re making
electrical cabinets, we’re assembly workers.
Fridrih Rozin: I came on 1 February, 1967, to work as a brigadier for a group
of assembly workers. I had been there for a year, when one brigade needed a
driver and an electrician. I was promised a salary of 300 roubles, but then I started
getting 500-600 roubles. I was on-site for 16 years, but then I came back to the
cabinet factory, where I work to this day. The worst thing about working on-site
was that you didn’t have work gloves with separated fingers at the time, however,
you can’t connect a cavity wall assembly box with mittens. One time we just
scraped off the frost with a dull shovel and… no matter how cold it was outside,
these connections had to be made. I did get nice gloves packed for me at home,
these handmade wool ones, but those were just too nice to wear to work. The
farthest site I went to was Surgut, in Siberia. Latvia, Lithuania, Moscow, those
were regular ones. Usually 10-day trips.
Sulev Kivimäe.

Heiti Metstak.
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You have so much experience, you must have an impressive collection
of medals and awards?
Fridrih Rozin: Between the two of us, Elmar and I, we have collected all of them,
yes. I was the first to get Lenin’s centenary medal, but that’s not a big deal these
days…
Elmar Niinepuu: I never got that!
Fridrih Rozin: … then there were the socialist competition ones, and out of the
Harju Elekter ones the biggest is an honorary decoration. There are all kinds of
other decorations too. When we last celebrated my 50 years of work, Andres
Allikmäe said that we have nothing left to award you, you’ve received all of the
awards. With the honorary decoration, the company paid for the longest trip I’ve
ever taken in my life – to Australia and New Zealand.
Jaak Kukk: When I got the honorary decoration, I went to see the Great Wall
of China.
Elmar Niinepuu: When my work experience reached 40 years, I was given the
Harju Elekter honorary decoration, which very few have received. My wife and I,
we travelled to Thailand as part of the award. I got the KEK honorary decoration
already in 1980. I did all kinds of sports and we won socialist competitions. That
award also involved a yearly free trip to anywhere in the Soviet Union.

What kind of employer has Harju Elekter been?
Elmar Niinepuu: Like no other. Even the young kids were always seen as friends,
there’s never been any hazing.
Jaak Kukk: I can honestly say I’ve been lucky when it comes to co-workers –
they’ve been good, compassionate, helpful and generally great people. The first
person that comes to mind is Sulve Kivimäe, who gave me my job. Sulev’s
strength of mind, foresight and ability to adhere to agreements were characteristics that I greatly admired and wanted to acquire. Some people were afraid of
Sulev and his loud voice. Sulev didn’t like any tomfoolery and always spoke his
mind.
Another co-worker from my early years that I’d like to mention is Heiti Metstak – a great person with gifted hands that sincerely helped with brain and
brawn. Beauty and order were his principles. This love for order and beauty was
clearly visible to everyone that visited the cable factory.
Conditions in the box factory were rather modest – where we got dressed
was also the office, lounge and the canteen. For lunch we prepared our own
canned soups. When the current buildings were finished there was a big hall
above the development centre and soup was delivered there from the cooperative in big containers. The story of these buildings has certainly been written into
the grey hair of Endel Palla.
The people are one of the reasons you don’t want to leave the company?
Fridrih Rozin: I can’t even imagine being told “don’t come in tomorrow…”
Elmar Niinepuu: It would be time to step aside, but I just can’t – the crew is just
so good. I asked about 3-4 years ago when we’re being laid off and I was told
that Fridrih and I would never be laid off, we can stay for as long as we want.
Jaak Kukk: And we still do have a trick or two to teach the youngsters. Maybe
we really are three grumpy old men, but we do have reason to be grumpy every
now and then, you can’t just dive into things head first.
Fridrih Rozin: Some say the times were hard, sure, but also beautiful times!
Youth is always a beautiful time. You tend to feel joy even when the going is rough
and you feel happy if you accomplish something. Now things somehow seem to
come easier and education means a lot, computer skills.
Jaak Kukk: Computers came very rapidly. In 1992 they brought computers from
Finland and set them on the table and said “work with it”. Sure we started working
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Harju Elekter award
and souvenir pins.
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with them, but calculations were still made on punch cards. Luckily there were
some that helped others out quickly, for example Andres Allikmäe.
Besides computers, the 1990s were times of rapid changes, you had to
learn a lot of new things and adapt to a lot of new things. What did you
find hard to get used to?
Jaak Kukk: In the automotive cable factory the changes went over really
smoothly, we had the Finnish market behind us. Sure we worked hard, for example we had to write three manuals in a week, it wasn’t easy. But we managed to
get to ISO 9000 really quickly.
Elmar Niinepuu: We didn’t have big setbacks either, the boxes started coming
and we started working. There weren’t many of us at the beginning, now we have
so many co-workers you don’t even know everyone.
What nice traditions have there been at the company?
Fridrih Rozin: The yearly Christmas party. Back in the day we had the construction worker’s days, they lasted for three days, we slept in tents, did sports and
danced in the evenings. Some played basketball, some lifted weights, some
wrestled. We also worked out on the job, lifted weights and ran.
Jaak Kukk: Elmar Niinepuu and Uno Lillepea worked in my brigade – Uno was
table tennis champion, Elmar played chess. During the winter Spartakiade it was
usual that either Uno, Elmar or I were in training camps or at competitions. During that time you still made your average wage, in addition you got a per diem.
One year when Uno went to the Estonian championships and Uno and I went to
the EKE winter Spartakiade, we scored 60 points for the Socialist competition,
another brigade in the factory got 10 points. The benefits gained from winning
the Socialist competition was also a compensation to the other 50 co-workers
in our brigade.
Elmar Niinepuu: Athletics were very highly valued. The only thing we still have
from back then is the chess tournament, during which the competitors still earn
their average wage. Those who play chess can spend the day playing chess and
they even get a meal. I started this tournament.
Jaak Kukk: The Paul Keres Chess Tournament, but we call it the Elmar Cup.
The first working day of the year is a chess day. Those who don’t participate are
the ones who lose out. But we should have more players, it connects people.
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The chess tournament.

What could Harju Elekter be like in the future?
Jaak Kukk: I hope it continues the same way, there’s a lot of room for
improvement.
Fridrih Rozin: I’ve told my superior that I won’t last much longer, considering my
health and age… But I still worry about Harju Elekter. I’m always happy to hear
when Harju Elekter is doing well.
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On-site training.
Three “grumpy old men”
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III
HARJU ELEKTER AND
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Harju Elekter works closely with educational establishments to develop and popularise engineering studies and to help provide apprenticeship and employment
opportunities to young electricity and mechanics specialists. Harju Elekter is a
gold sponsor of the Tallinn University of Technology, providing up to four Bachelor’s and Master’s studies scholarships every year. In addition, collaboration
programmes are developed with the Tallinn Centre of Industrial Education, the
Tallinn Polytechnic School and the Tallinn Construction School.
Former long-time head of the Tallinn University of Technology Andres Keevallik
confirms that the collaboration with Harju Elekter has been on-going since the
Soviet era and it is also one of the biggest success stories for the University, “The
company was founded and developed by former students of ours, the contribution from Harju Elekter towards our lab base and the modernisation of our curriculum has been remarkable. Since 2005, Harju Elekter has held the honorary
title of gold sponsor of the Tallinn University of Technology – since 2001, more
than 100 000 € have been distributed as scholarships and a large number of
scholarship recipients have stayed on at Harju Elekter. It is also worth mentioning
that Harju Elekter and the Tallinn University of Technology have collaborated on
different research projects. Harju Elekter has commissioned research work and
diploma theses on topics relevant to them, which have been supervised by our
professors. The university is very happy to have a partner, whose contribution is
not only monetary, but that the relationship is mutual and goes deeper.”

HARJU ELEKTER AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

2001
Harju Elekter awards
the first scholarships to
students from the Tallinn
University of Technology.

2005
Harju Elekter receives
the honorary title of gold
sponsor of the Tallinn
University of Technology.
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Diverse support
Toomas Luman, head of the Tallinn University of Technology development fund
from 2000 to 2003, started the scholarship program. He got a number of graduates of the Technical University on board, including Lembit Kirsme, Endel Palla
and Andres Allikmäe. For the biggest part, the Harju Elekter scholarships have
been awarded to the energetics faculty and the closest contact has been with
the so-called ‘high current’ disciplines. Next to that we now also see automatics,
electronics, mechanics and computer technology, possibly also research grants
for students of the economics and construction departments.
To conclude their engineering studies, the students at the Tallinn University
of Technology must also complete an internship, equalling at least 2-4 weeks of
full-time work in a company. Harju Elekter has been a destination for Bachelor’s
as well as Master’s students from the fields of electrotechnology, electric propulsion and power electronics, electrical engineering, mechatronics and industrial
technology. The Dean of the engineering department Arvo Oorn confirms that a
rather large number of those who have done their apprenticeship at Harju Elekter
have also found a steady job at the company. “The students are very happy with
what they experienced at Harju Elekter and, of course, the fact that so many start
working there full time is a sign of a very good apprenticeship period. Offers for
apprenticeships at Harju Elekter are almost ever-present on our bulletin boards.
A lot of the information makes its way directly to the students. Harju Elekter has
always been ready to host students of the TUT, it is one of the most exciting destinations for field trips. Since the company employs a lot of graduates from TUT,
they often act as tour guides for the students. This way a lot of the information
gets directly to the students.”
One of the newest examples of the extremely successful study and research
collaboration between TUT and Harju Elekter is a development project in which
a prototype of an energy storage device for a 150kW substation was developed
under the leadership of the TUT and Harju Elekter Elektrotehnika electrical engineer Marek Mägi. The device was tested at the Tallinn University of Technology on
an actual micronetwork test stand, and it was presented at the biggest energetics
fair in the Nordic countries – Elfack.
Harju Elekter has also sponsored Robotex and the student formula development team Formula Student, in which TUT has gotten great results. Formula
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The Formula Student Team Tallinn.
Student is a Formula car design, construction and racing competition. Around
600-700 universities from all around the world take part in the competition. For
the last decade, TUT has constantly been among the top positions, which is
especially noteworthy because this places them ahead of countries with big car
industries, such as Sweden or Germany.
On the other hand, Harju Elekter has also supported the men’s choir of the
TUT. “Support for such activities is a clear sign of the fact that the university is well
respected also in a broader way,” says former rector of the TUT Andres Keevallik.
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Together for a better
education
Scholarships for
students
61 students from the Tallinn
University of Technology have
taken part of the Harju Elekter scholarship programme
since 2001, and a total of
100 000€ in scholarships
have been awarded.
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Currently the TUT is going through reforms, for example, in 2017 a new Bachelor’s programme was started, and in 2018 a new Master’s programme will be
launched. “We’re actively working in close partnership with Harju Elekter on building up the curricula of the Tallinn University of Technology,” says the dean of the
engineering department Arvo Oorn. “The head of Harju Elekter Elektrotehnika Jan
Osa is a member of the programme council for the Bachelor’s curriculum for electrical engineering and mechatronics, as well as the chairman of the programme
council for the Master’s programme curriculum for energy conversion and energy
management systems. One of the inputs for planning our learning process is the
map of engineer’s competences, mapped out by Harju Elekter.”
Since the nature of activities is quite different for the company and the university, the options for collaboration are numerous, says Arvo Oorn. “The Tallinn
University of Technology puts emphasis on training new specialists and on scientific analysis of the most exciting new trends. Harju Elekter certainly manages
practical questions better, but when encountering something new and unknown
TUT can offer support with its thorough theoretical analysis. This is how it should
be – in product development there are a lot of steps to be taken from the initial
research to installing an electrical device for a customer. For innovative solutions,
everyone has a role to play. Together we can also apply for more financial support
for development. When working together, you also get more great new ideas on
how to be more efficient and how to move forward.”
Thanks to scientific collaboration, the TUT has a great network of other universities in Europe and the rest of the World. “Through them and with the help
of the TUT, Harju Elekter can have easier access to different companies and
technologies,” says the dean. “An example of international cooperation with Harju
Elekter is the project application of the EU Horizon 2020 in 2017. More frequently,
a close-knit partnership between a private enterprise and a research institution is
a prerequisite for applying for top tier projects. The strategic partnership between
Harju Elekter and the TUT opens doors to new possibilities of R&D that would
otherwise remain closed.”

The Dean of the Tallinn University of Technology engineering
department Arvo Oorn:
Harju Elekter is a great example of collaboration between the TUT engineering department and a private company. Openness, directness and constructivism might be the three keywords that describe Harju Elekter as a partner,
but the list could go on forever. Harju Elekter is a long-term partner, with
whom the collaboration includes a number of activities and work in numerous professional organisations (including EAEE – the Estonian Association of
Electrical Enterprises). We constantly find new reasons to get together with
Harju Elekter to talk about education, research as well as other topics. The
best part is that these meetings usually lead to the next big ideas. Harju Elekter is one of the first on our list of those we consult with for many bigger as
well as smaller questions.

Together for a better education
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A sense of mission
and a broader view

Andres Allikmäe, Chairman of the Board at the Harju Elekter Group, says the
collaboration with TUT and other educational institutions comes from a sense
of mission. “It has been very important to me personally; the TUT has been very
important to me. When it comes to education, we’re a step ahead of educational
institutions in practice, but not in theory. We have the best technology, contacts,
and opportunities in the field. We want to offer people a chance and at the same
time hope that one day they’ll accomplish great things in our field. If any of them
come and work for us in the process, it’s great, of course. But what could be
better than a loyal customer or an eager supplier or understanding competitor?
Business is much more than just the proverbial “for you-for me” capitalism, as the
Estonian pop group Kuldne Trio once sang. If you’re fortunate enough to have
something, you should share. And when you get something in return for sharing,
that’s just great.”
Andres Allikmäe admits that he’s always happy when a scholarship is awarded
to the right recipient, “It has created a totally new opportunity for some. I remember a heartwarming moment – we had the scholarship ceremony at the university.
A doctoral student came to me, accompanied by his mother and father, and told
me that he wants to introduce me to his parents. The parents wanted to thank
me, I had helped this young man with a Bachelor’s as well as Master’s scholarship. The family wouldn’t have had the financial means for the studies otherwise.”
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Member of the Supervisory Board of Harju Elekter AS
Arvi Hamburg:
In addition to industry, a sense of mission should be mentioned
when talking about Harju Elekter. All activities conducted by Harju
Elekter are meant for the future generation – I think they would
need to do about a third to secure workers for the future, but their
activities extend far beyond that. Harju Elekter is certainly different
compared to other energy companies in two ways: actual production
for a real market and a vision that extends much further.

A sense of mission and a broader view
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IV
THOSE WHO ARE BIG SUPPORT
THOSE WHO ARE SMALL

The half-century old Harju Elekter is one of the biggest and most successful companies of Keila and the surrounding area, and it considers helping the development of Estonia as a whole and its rural areas to be a priority. The leadership role
encourages people to look further and take a broader approach to things. That
is the reason why Harju Elekter supports a multitude of initiatives and great ideas.
“In contrast to many companies that are either too small and in trouble or too
greedy to follow the rules of society – such as honest pay for work and paying
taxes – our company is big and honest enough to stand up to the social expectations of the society and community,” explains the Chairman of the Board Andres
Allikmäe. “Harju Elekter deems it a necessity to answer to the general social
expectations using our power of thought and our skills. The decision to selflessly
invest in the development of our society was made years ago. That is expected
of us not only from our own employees, but also our home base in Keila. We
have given careful thought to our partners, whom we help and support, investing
in their long-term development. Life is not only business, both are much broader
than people think. As a company, we want to have a common way of thinking
with our employees and we want it to be equally important to all of us to have
social responsibility towards our community as well as the society as a whole.”

THOSE WHO ARE BIG SUPPORT THOSE WHO ARE SMALL

1977
With the support of
the company, the first
professional racing teams
in Estonia start their
activities.
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Keila basketball team vs Rakvere Tarvas.
84

Ilmar Aluvee’s thank
you card from Lahti
1993.
Ilmar Aluvee’s thank
you card from the 1996
Olympics.

1991
It is said that those who are big support those who are smaller. In addition to the
development of engineering education, the leadership of the company has noted
the following areas of priority:
Harju Elekter supports sports; especially young athletes and their clubs that
have shown promise to be worthy representatives of Estonia.
Special focus is on the company’s immediate surrounding area – the studies and free time activities of children and youth in Keila, from kindergartens to
youth clubs.
Promotion of sports amongst employees, for example, swimming at a
reduced price.

THOSE WHO ARE BIG SUPPORT THOSE WHO ARE SMALL

Collaboration with
the Estonian Olympic
Committee.

1995
Start of the collaboration
with the Keila Football
club.
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Endorsement of athletes

Indrek Sei dedicates the first medal
of the newly independent Estonia
from the European Championships
in 1991 to Harju Elekter.

Since 1977 the company has endorsed the best Estonian racing teams, for
example, Ohu-Diener, Raidam-Karjane and Raidam-Lepikson. In the Estonian
rally cross championships in the 1600 m³ class, Margus Jamnes has placed in
the top 3. Fast and durable machines, professional crews and commitment are
common threads for the company as well as the racing team.
In the 1990s, collaboration started with the Estonian Olympic Committee to
endorse the swimmer Indrek Sei and biathlonist Ilmar Aluvee, hailing from Keila.
Indrek Sei took part of three Olympic Games with the support of Harju Elekter
(1992, 1996, 2000). Since his father worked in the Harju KEK system and his family lived in Keila, Indrek knew Harju Elekter already in his childhood. “My father’s
role was very big, I wouldn’t have known to knock on this door myself to get my
first endorsement,” the athlete admits.
The start of the collaboration happened during a very difficult time, when it
was very hard to get an endorsement. “The development was very rapid, but
there was a shortage of necessary means to support it,” Indrek Sei recalls, thinking back to 1991. Besides Harju Elekter, he often didn’t have any other unconditional backers, not even support from the state was always guaranteed. It’s no
wonder the swimmer calls Harju Elekter his personal athletic godfather. “Harju
Elekter invests in the community, it is part of the community – this is very noteworthy. Harju Elekter has had vision and a sense of mission from the start. As
an entrepreneur myself, I know how important it is.” Our cooperation is still very
good, Harju Elekter has supported the Indrek Sei’s swimming school from the
start. Around 700 children train there each year.

Professional swimmer and owner of swimming school Indrek Sei:
Honestly, I don’t know many companies that could see the big picture already in the 1990s. Harju Elekter
and its crew have always valued social responsibility and the community. They were willing to invest in
sports, in the potential of a local kid. Our cooperation is probably one of the longest relationships between
an athlete and a company in Estonia. This relationship is characterised by stability, trust and belief – each
athlete that has encountered something like this knows how valuable it is.

For the benefit of the youth
When planning their activities as a sponsor, Harju Elekter considers it very important to create development opportunities for children and youngsters. The company has endorsed the Estonian Ski Association’s biathletes’ youth team, crosscountry skiers as well the only male alpine skiers that have had noteworthy results
Deyvid Oprjat, young basketball and football players of Keila and the handball
youth team. The company has also supported the Keila Model Flying Club, led
by the 38 time Estonian champion, Harju Elekter veteran, former department
head Aado Salumäe.
Chairman of the Board Andres Allikmäe says, “Supporting our surrounding
area is very important to us – schools of Keila, children and youngsters of Keila.
When a kid goes to football practice, also supported by Harju Elekter, then they
won’t loiter on the streets and get into trouble. We’ve tried to focus especially
on the youth.”
Harju Elekter has been a supporter of youth football in Keila from the inception of the club. “Since its establishment, the Keila Football Club has valued the
importance of working with youngsters,” the club’s leader Targo Kaldoja says.
“We have tried to give the kids a chance to test themselves, develop, become
men; to give them an opportunity to be part of what’s going on in their home and
through that learn to appreciate their area. This was the basis for the first contacts with Harju Elekter, a company that operates in our hometown and shares
the same values.”
Our collaboration started with a football tournament that the boys of the
Keila Football Club wanted to participate in. Since the tournament took place
on the other side of Estonia, the biggest problem was transport. Thanks to the
Harju Elekter bus, the boys could participate in this tournament as well as other
tournaments taking place in different corners of Estonia. The boys have grown
into men, of whom a number play for the Keila Football Club’s first team. Quite
a few of them help train the next generation of football players. This entire time,
the club has gotten support from Harju Elekter.
“Over time help with transport turned into steady annual financial support,
which, for example, was turned into gorgeous football uniforms with the Harju
Elekter logo,” says Targo Kaldoja. “Next to the big Harju Elekter anniversary, we
can also celebrate the Keila Football Club and Harju Elekter partnership lasting
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2001
Start of the collaboration
with the Indrek Sei swim
school.

2010
Start of the collaboration
with the Keila basketball
school.
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for 20 years already. Harju Elekter is special to us, because it’s the first company
that started supporting us. We hope that this partnership, based on similar values,
also makes it to a big anniversary.”
Harju Elekter has also supported the young basketball players of Keila since
the inception of the local basketball school. Thanks to that the basketball school
has had the chance to offer high quality training equipment and the chance
to take part in different competitions and tournaments to the youngsters. The
sponsors also play an important role in organising competitions, and to a great
extent, thanks to them Keila has hosted high-level European Youth Basketball
League tournaments.
“Without good supporters, offering high quality hobby education can be a
taunting task, because a lack of funds is more than common in the field,” the
leader of the Keila Basketball school Tarmo Hein says. “A company’s investment
into the development of local clubs is invaluable. In Keila, Harju Elekter is not only
considered to be a great employer but also a valuable partner for the local community. We’re happy that as a long-time partner Harju Elekter has believed in us,
has supported us financially and has offered us valuable advice, helping us make
the Keila Basketball School the biggest hobby education provider in the area. The
Keila Basketball School currently has around 300 students in Keila, Saue and
Vasalemma. Despite the fact that the Keila Basketball School and Harju Elekter
work in completely different fields, we’re connected by similar values: dedication
and striving towards new goals.”

Valuing the local area
Throughout the years, Harju Elekter has worked closely together with the local
municipality. Harju Elekter is one of the main sponsors of the international hot air
balloon show competition in Keila and the yearly Keila town events in the springtime. In addition to a number of local sports clubs, Harju Elekter also supports
the Keila Health Centre and the secondary schools of Keila.
Enno Fels, Mayor of Keila, acknowledges that Harju Elekter is an active participant in the life of the town, offering their support to the local sports clubs and
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Aado Salumäe (left)
heads the Keila Model
Plane Club with the support of Harju Elekter.

Enno Fells,
Mayor of Keila:

events. The Mayor notes that the cooperation with the Keila school is especially
important. Harju Elekter helps with work education and helps ease students into
work life. According to him, negotiations regarding a programme are currently
ongoing.
“Sponsorship with the aim of marketing is of rather questionable value in
our field,” says the Chairman of the Board Andres Allikmäe. “No one will buy
an extra substation because we’ve sponsored someone. It’s more about social
responsibility for us – it’s just important. It’s also important to our employees.
When a company is doing well they should share it with their employees as well
as the society at large.

THOSE WHO ARE BIG SUPPORT THOSE WHO ARE SMALL

AS Harju Elekter is an
innovative, internationally strong company. It’s
employer to many residents
of the Keila area and adds a
lot of positive reputation to
the town. Our cooperation
is very good. Thank you for
that!
I’d like to congratulate
everyone at AS Harju Elekter, best of luck for the
future!
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V
AS A PUBLIC LIMITED
COMPANY ON THE STOCK
MARKET

AS Harju Elekter was among the first Estonian companies to go public, and
according to Chairman of the Supervisory Board Endel Palla has been one of the
keys to success for the company. With the stock market launch, the company
became liquid, it became possible to incorporate additional capital by issuing
shares, and the company became more trustworthy on the domestic as well as
foreign markets.
As a board member of the PKC Group, Endel Palla already had experience
from taking the PKC Group to the Finnish Stock Exchange, “We benefitted by
becoming more known, got an absolutely clear picture of the company; in addition, the fact we’re on the stock exchange is a big bargaining chip abroad. When
buying companies, the first thing people look at is who you’re dealing with – if
you’re listed, you’re taken seriously as a proper company. Then there’s even the
advertisement value of being listed daily on the Stock Exchange. Being publicly
listed forces a company to be honest and that is good.”
Since becoming a PLC in 1993, Harju Elekter has been a 100% subsidiary
of Harju KEK, but in order to go public more shares needed to be issued. KEK
kept 30% of the shares, the rest were traded publicly.

AS A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY ON THE STOCK MARKET

1997
Harju Elekter listed in
the secondary list of the
Tallinn Stock Exchange.
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AS Harju Elekter economic results 1968-1991
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Harju Elekter share
in the 1990s.

On 30 September, 1997, Harju Elekter shares were listed on the
secondary list of the Tallinn Stock Exchange. The market value of
Third best company on the Stock
the company didn’t allow for entering the main list yet. The Stock
Exchange
Exchange was still relatively new at that time in Estonia, and interAccording to a summary published by the
est in buying shares rather low. Interest, however, grew rapidly and
Harju Elekter’s share value rose. Moonika Vetevool was hired to
newspaper Äripäev, Harju Elekter is the
manage investor relationships and communication.
third best company of all time on the Stock
Total share value at the time of going public was 18 million EstoExchange (after Tallinna Kaubamaja and
nian kroons, one share was valued at 10 kroons. With the bonus
Tallinna Vesi), giving an average return of
issue in 2000, the share capital was tripled. For the first time in the
10% to investors since 1997.
history of the company, 200 000 options were issued. This nearly
threefold oversubscription was proof of the employees’ loyalty, their
belief in the development of the company, and the rise of share
prices. The company has been listed in the main list of the Stock
Exchange since 2003. On 31 December, 2017, Harju Elekter share capital was
11,18 million euros, consisting of 17,74 million common stocks.

Shareholder assembly.

2000
In the 20 years on the Stock Exchange, the group has grown its profit tenfold,
and the company’s market value and share value have grown threefold. “In the
rapidly changing business environment, the fact that it’s dividend stock is even
more valuable than the changes in price of stock,” says Endel Palla. “Harju Elekter
has paid its investors dividends each year of being listed, and the stable number
of shareholders is a clear sign of trustworthiness and a secure dividend policy
being highly valued.”
Andres Allikmäe says Harju Elekter has fared well on the Stock Exchange,
“We’ve been successful throughout our history, possibly under more scrutiny
today compared to when we started out. We’re clearly visible on the market,
and our stock is traded actively. The price is a reflection of the current company
value, which we’re happy with, and we believe our investors as well.” In the first
quarter of 2018, the company had 2700 shareholders and the number has gone
up by now. Estonian shareholders hold around 80% of the shares and the rest
live outside of Estonia.

AS A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY ON THE STOCK MARKET

To motivate the
employees, 200 000 stock
options are issued, the
existing share capital
triples in a bonus issue.

2003
Harju Elekter shares
listed on the main list of
the Stock Exchange.
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Kaarel Ots, Chairman of the board,
Nasdaq Tallinn
During an appearance, Andres Allikmäe once said that in the 1990s, while they
were actively looking for possibilities to expand their foreign markets, they were
regarded as hillbillies, especially in the Nordic countries. But right after saying
that they’re a publicly traded company, the reputation and trustworthiness of
Harju Elekter instantly rose and finding partners became infinitely more easy.
Now we’re the ones that use Andres’ story at almost every event, where we
present the Stock Exchange to Estonian entrepreneurs to show how other Estonian companies could take advantage of the opportunities given and grow like
Harju Elekter has done it.
As the leader of the Stock Exchange, it is hard for me to imagine anything
more satisfying than seeing companies that have been listed for a long time succeed more and more in their business, to see them value their employees, how
their leaders have worked their way up to becoming the best respected leaders
in the country and how the investors can get a steady return from their investment. Harju Elekter is irrefutably one of these companies.

History of the AS Harju Elekter stocks on the Tallinn Stock Exchange
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Overview of shareholders
as of 31.12.2017

BY STATES

BY CATEGORIES

> 5%

83%
11%
2%
2%
1%
1%

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

53%
		
47%

31%
11%
7%
51%

Estonia
Luxembourg
USA
Sweden
Lithuania
Ohters

•

Businesses,
banks, funds
Private persons

•
•
•
•

AS Harju KEK
ING Luxembourg S.A.
Endel Palla
Others

Shareholders by size of share
Share %

Number of shareholders

Share of the total

Voting right %

Over 10%

2

0,08

42,10

1,0–10,0%

8

0,32

22,15

0,1–1,0 %

66

2,68

18,82

Below 0.1%

2 392

96,92

16,93

Total

2 468

100,0

100,0
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VI
HARJU ELEKTER
JUBILEE YEAR

Harju Elekter is currently active in four countries – in Estonia, Finland, Sweden and
Lithuania with 12 companies, and it owns some shares in Latvia. Every country
employs locals because the leadership of the group believes it to have value
for the business culture. However, it’s a sign of the times, but also unavoidable
due to planned changes in the group, that the communication becomes more
international.
“We’ve been active for 50 years, now we’ll start on the next 50,” says Chairman of the Board Andres Allikmäe. “Harju Elekter is constantly evolving. We’re
working on product development, thinking of the future, and we try to be a step
ahead of the expectations and wishes of customers. A big part of the current
updates are connected to the new way of thinking, structure, leadership model
and new branding. We want our engineering and sales resources to be usable
transnationally, which is quite demanding. Investment in technology is also important: if a new machine works at three times the speed, you need to invest in it,
since the rise in efficiency can be felt on the business side. We want to grow to
be even stronger and stable. Companies of a certain size are stable and can feel
safe in their business, but when playing with the big boys, there’s room for even
further growth.”

HARJU ELEKTER JUBILEE YEAR
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AS Harju Elekter Elektrotehnika
(100%),
producer of equipment for the
electricity distribution-, industrialand construction sectors.
AS Harju Elekter Teletehnika
(100%),
custom sheet metal solutions
producer for the energy and
electrical engineering sector.
Energo Veritas OÜ (80,5%),
sales organisation for electrical
equipment and devices.

Harju Elekter AS’
shares in companies
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Satmatic OY (100%), industrial
automation equipment producer in
Ulvila and Kerava, Finland
Finnkumu OY (100%),
leading Finnish producer of
complete substations in Kurikka
Telesilta OY (100%), electrical
engineering company for ship
building in Uusikaupunki, Finland
Harju Elekter Kiinteistöt OY
(100%), industrial property
management company in Finland

The biggest change is that all companies of the group are rebranded under
one common brand. The group is currently working hard to get the info systems
in different departments and countries to synch up. Business cooperation; IT, but
also reporting; consolidation and synchronisation of the financial accounting has
been surprisingly complicated, which is highlighted by the differences in business
cultures. Despite the complications, work is on-going and it has a very pragmatic
reason: the customers want to have a singular view of the company called Harju
Elekter. Another reason is that with such a big number of companies, the management and coordination must become easier for the group.
As an engineering technology company, Harju Elekter has focused on digitalisation – automation, which will help grow productivity and without which some
more demanding details cannot be produced precisely. On the other hand, even
in the new era it will still be people who design products and manage projects – so

Harju Elekter AB (100%),
sales organisation in Stockholm,
Sweden
SEBAB AB (100%),
producer of KP/MP solutions
necessary for electricity production
and distribution for infrastructure,
construction and renewables
sectors in Malmö, Sweden.

RIFAS UAB (100%),
producer of power distribution
and management devices and
industrial automation equipment
in Panevežyse, Lithuania

Grytek AB (100%),
manufacturer of prefabricated
building components in Grytgöl,
Sweden

SIA Energokomplekss
(14% portfolio investment),
sales organisation for MV/LV
devices in Riga, Latvia

Skeleton Technologies
Group OÜ
(10% portfolio investment),
developer and producer of
supercapacitors

it’s critical to find the balance between humans and automation. By doing so,
humans can make their activities and roles easier and more productive.
The leadership of Harju Elekter admits that the development of the company
expansion is unavoidable. “We’re constantly on the search, because we know
that no business succeeds forever, and we need to look for new ones,” Andres
Allikmäe explains. “If one field slows down, we need to find another one. We can
already see today that investment into traditional means of producing electricity is
on the downswing, and it is getting replaced with renewable energies. The traditional part will surely survive, but it won’t grow at the rate it does now. This makes
us think. We’re not really bound by our field of activity or geography. Some fields,
of course, don’t make sense. For example, it’s not feasible for us to produce the
components we use in our work, because it’s expensive and demanding, and
we already have great partners.”

HARJU ELEKTER JUBILEE YEAR
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VII
LOOKING TOWARDS THE
FUTURE

What could the next 10 years have in store for the energy sector and for Harju
Elekter?
Electrical engineer, TUT guest professor, Member of the Supervisory
Board at AS Harju Elekter Arvi Hamburg:
The keywords for the future are management of consumption and production,
production of renewable energy devices, management of infrastructure automation. One of the most important directions for the electricity distribution networks
will be the smart grid. There needs to be a balance between production and
consumption, you cannot produce more or less than what is being consumed.
This will be a key field in the future, and I predict Harju Elekter will have a lot to
do. From automation to the attempts to store a bit of the power – the consumers
will have a substation that stores electricity. I cannot say whether it is the very
first one in Scandinavia or not, but Harju Elekter has built such a substation with
scientists from the TUT. It has batteries, so that it stores overnight, and in the
morning, when we start using electricity again, we can get it from the substation
instead of production. For all of this to work, the automation needs to catch up,
but at the same time it also means more control boxes on the wall.

LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE
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Andres Allikmäe (07.02.1957)
Chairman of the Board

Tiit Atso (11.12.1982)
Board member

Aron Kuhi-Thalfeldt (05.09.1981)
Board member

Management Board of AS Harju Elekter in 2018

Arvo Oorn, Dean of the Engineering Faculty at TUT:
The global trends for the field of business Harju Elekter is working in could be
summarised with the terms digitalisation and energy efficiency. Smart grids, broad
use of renewable energies, smart buildings and smart infrastructure, the Industry
4.0 concept, etc. – all of this is already a reality, but for a successful use we must
now combine the different knowledge bases that have been the speciality of different engineers up until now. In the near future, we can expect employers to look
for engineers in Estonia who are equally knowledgeable about high current as well
as electronics, automation and mechatronics, digital production and production
technology, in strong connection with the field of IT.
An engineer’s adaptability cannot only stem from “real life” experiences, but
we need to also prepare them for mastering different methodologies. An engineer’s success comes from their skill of approaching problems, seeing through
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certain activities when solving problems and a critical way of thinking. Even
though the engineers nowadays might have great software solutions that give
answers easier than the studies at the university, as educators we still need to
talk about what lies behind methods and approaches for solving problems. The
cooperation between companies and universities must surely get deeper in the
future. The university can give primary skills and knowledge that can be applied
universally at the companies, for example, programming, the use of measuring
and technological devices, standardisation and quality control and reliability.
Satmatic OY Chairman of the Management Board Simo Puustelli:
Harju Elekter is a rapidly growing electric power industry with its base in North
Europe. In addition to the traditional electrical engineering, the group is also developing in the fields of automation and robotics. Maybe one of the cornerstones of
success will be programmable systems with modern technology. Harju Elekter
will be a developer and applicant of new technologies in the energy as well as
the industrial sector. It is a successful company thanks to outstanding people.
AS Harju Elekter Chairman of the Supervisory Board Endel Palla:
Estonia has a vast number of unused fields, where it would make more sense
to install solar panels, rather than grow grains that can fail. The price of these
panels is lower each year and the ROI period is now around ten years. There’s
no assurance that electricity prices won’t increase even further. Solar panels are
becoming more profitable, because they’re more efficient and cheaper. We have
been installing them on the group’s factory roofs for about 5 years, in total of more
than 300 kW. I also have 20 kW at home. The sun’s intensity is lower in Estonia,
but the day is longer and the yearly average productivity is about the same as it
is in Germany. An interesting characteristic is that the solar cells are more efficient
at low temperatures.
Wind energy is another subject, but I personally don’t like the wind. Windmills are unsightly, they ruin beautiful views of nature, generate noise. They have
another downside – they only produce electricity when there is wind. The sun is
much more reasonable and doesn’t harm anyone. Another nuance is that the
solar cells work during the day when industry needs energy, but the windmills also
work during the night, when there’s no demand for energy. Reasonably priced
storage devices are missing from the market as of now. Harju Elekter has and
will continue introducing innovative solutions.

LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE
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Endel Palla (19.06.1941)

AS Harju Elekter director of development
Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Arvi Hamburg (19.12.1948)

Member of the TUT Curatorium,
visiting professor.
Member of the Supervisory Board

Aare Kirsme (8.11.1975)

AS Harju KEK council member
Member of the Supervisory Board

AS Harju Elekter Supervisory Board in 2018

AS Harju Elekter Chairman of the Board Andres Allikmäe:
Dreaming is free and you can always do it. It’s a proud feeling to finally accomplish
your dreams. Even better when you accomplish them as the joint effort of a team.
In business, you’ve got to make your dreams into practicalities and applications
at some point, and then they require money, resources and demand decisions.
This is when your dreams become visible.
Engineering solutions in electricity are rather conservative. As long as we
won’t start distributing energy via fibreoptic cables or air I don’t see big changes
happening. But energy management will change, and this is where the IT world
comes into play. We are surely among the players that are participating in the
game of networking. Energy distribution, storing, conversion, small smart grids –
there will be a lot of smart solutions, and people will start using electricity more

Triinu Tombak (7.01.1971)
Financial consultant
Member of the Supervisory
Board

Andres Toome (9.01.1972)

Financial consultant
Member of the Supervisory Board

appropriately. We want to go along with this energy distribution and automation,
industrial automation solutions, perhaps maritime shipping. Energy distribution
is important in places where it historically hasn’t been so before. A dream challenge for Harju Elekter is could we add energy that we’ve produced ourselves
to our energy distribution and process management portfolio. Another dream is
to be part of very big and important projects. Bigger than the ones we’re been
involved with until now. Projects that are beneficial financially, but would also
benefit mankind. For example, make cranes in ports work in an environmentally
friendly way and make ships run on batteries.
We will surely see several more years of investment into energy grids – a
bit less in Estonia, in a similar amount in Latvia and Lithuania, but very strongly
in Finland and Sweden, followed by Denmark and Norway. It’s highly likely that
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we’ve developed solutions of tomorrow for green energy, either on our own volition or in collaboration with a customer. In 10 years, we will be even younger, we
will have attracted a lot of great colleagues to come and work with us. Certainly,
we will have expanded our geographic reach and broadened our business. We
will definitely be a bigger player on the Stock Exchange than we are now. But
I’m sure we’ll stay true to ourselves, and we will still be a company that offers
sustainable technical solutions.
On the other hand, it is very hard to forecast what the development of the
smart gadget era will be in three or five years. Will there be a disruptive change
in energy delivery? I’m of the belief that the known laws of physics will continue
to hold true and energy distribution via optical fibre cables will still be impossible.
Energy is still carried along copper and aluminium. Energy storing technology,
i.e. batteries will see a revolution within the next 10 years. It is sorely needed,
the energy of the future must become more effective. Energy consumption will
multiply but if there’s no power, there are no gadgets. How electricity will be
delivered in 50 years, we don’t know. The photon contains vast energy, maybe
energy gets sent in light bursts and your batteries will get charged from the other
side of the world.
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List of recipients of the Harju Elekter
medal of honour

2004

Elmo Ots HE Elektrotehnika
Tiit Mätlik HE Elektrotehnika
Liias Luik Eltek

2005

Karin Padjus Harju Elekter
Ants Selde Harju Elekter

2006

Kalju Liiv Harju Elekter
Elmar Niinepuu HE Elektrotehnika
Peeter Merisaar HE Elektrotehnika

2007

Aado Salumäe Harju Elekter
Helju Peetsalu Harju Elekter
Fridrih Rozin HE Elektrotehnika
Ülo Merisalu HE Elektrotehnika

2008

Tõnu Krustok HE Elektrotehnika
Aare Metsur Eltek
Endel Palla Harju Elekter

2009

Mirje Rand HE Elektrotehnika

2010

Aime Plehhov HE Elektrotehnika
Märt Jamnes Harju Elekter
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2011

Veikko Ling HE Teletehnika
Jan Osa HE Elektrotehnika

2012

Simo Puustelli Satmatic OY
Meit Ruhno HE Elektrotehnika

2013

Jaak Kukk HE Elektrotehnika
Alar Ollerma HE Elektrotehnika
Andres Allikmäe Harju Elekter

2014

Andre Koit HE Elektrotehnika
Rein Veesaar HE Teletehnika

2015

Mare Pello HE Elektrotehnika

2016

Katre Tulp HE Teletehnika
Aron Kuhi-Thalfeldt Harju Elekter

2017

Taimi Kauler Harju Elekter

AS Harju Elekter
award pins
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